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Reference
chat line
serves
students 24/7
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Renovation: Over the summer, the university made improvements on major campus buildings to boost the school’s aesthetic appeal.

Recent renovations beautify
Puget Sound’s campus facilities
By ROB PEREZ
While the students of Puget Sound
enjoyed their summer break, the
school campus maintained its buzz of
activity. Many renovations to upgrade
the campus took place in the past few
months in order to enhance student
life, the most prominent occurring
in the Memorial Field House and the
Seward/Regester residence halls.
The renovations began a year ago,
at the start of the 2008-2009 school
year.
According to various updates released by President Ronald Thomas last year, a decision was made to
restore “the original natural wood
vaulted ceiling” as well as update the
entryway; other amenities included wireless access, new lighting and
acoustic systems, new ventilation and
heating systems and improved seismic upgrades in the Memorial Field
House.
This recent refurbishment is the
third since the founding of the Field
House in 1949, when it was dedicated

Beta moves
forward
after hazing
accusations

to members of the Puget Sound community who died in World War II.
The Memorial Field House now
includes various courts for volleyball,
basketball and tennis, as well as an
Olympic weight room, dance studio
and climbing wall.
One sophomore commented, “The
Field House is a great place to exercise, and I’m really glad that it’s completed now.” The renovations added
to the Field House have enhanced the
safety and architectural appeal of the
building.
Other major changes occurred
in Regester and Seward. Regester
switched from its all-women status to
co-ed, while Seward received a number of improvements.
Sophomore Margaret Yurkov remembers Seward as “cramped and
dimly lit.” New paint, light fixtures,
and bike racks have transformed the
formerly unpleasant atmosphere.
“I like living in a newly-remodeled
dorm,” said current resident Francis
Dupar. “Seward is very clean and it’s
a nice place to live.”

By MIKE KNAPE
Just over four months ago, members of the Puget Sound chapter of the
Beta Theta Pi fraternity awaited word
from their national organization as to
whether or not their chapter would remain on campus. An investigation last
April and May by the Puget Sound administration and Beta’s national organization concluded that Beta’s initiation
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Refurbishments: The Expy, home of Puget Sound Outdoors
and more, has changed locations and gained needed space.
practices included elements of hazing.
The chapter was permitted to remain
on campus, albeit sanctioned.
“We want to recognize that what
happened last year was hazing. The
University has defined it as so,” Kyle
Purdy, Beta Publicity Chair, said.
Hazing took place during Beta’s initiation week in April. Informally known
as “Eye Week,” the initiation activities
are meant to bring together the pledge

class and model what fraternity life is
all about.
“Initiation week is supposed to help
the pledges come to terms with the
dedication and focus needed to be part
of a positive organization. What ended up happening was that people were
denied their personal rights,” Purdy
said. “We want to focus on the bigger,
see BETA page 2
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In hopes of staying ahead of
the curve this year, Collins Memorial Library has implemented
a new electronic research aid for
University of Puget Sound students this fall. The 24-hour “Ask
a Librarian” instant messaging
service gives students access to
professional research assistants,
and students are taking advantage of the new chat line.
“Collins Library is committed
to delivering reference service in
new and innovative ways,” said
Science Liaison and Reference
Services Coordinator at Collins
Library, Rebecca Kuglitsch. “The
24/7 chat reference is one way we
can do that.”
The service aims to assist students who run into research
problems outside of a “regular
work schedule,” Kuglitsch said.
“Questions or obstacles can arise
at any time.”
When students enter a chat,
they send their research inquiries to a trained reference librarian from one of more than 1,400
libraries participating in the 24/7
Reference Cooperative.
In exchange for campus chat
line access, staff at the Collins Library has agreed to manage the
service for two hours each week
from the Puget Sound campus.
The University must also pay
minimal fees.
“With librarians all over the
country contributing their time
and expertise, lots of help can
be provided without a lot of expense,” said Kuglitsch.
Most research assistants carry
either a master’s degree in library
science or a subject master’s. Librarians go through training
from the cooperative organization, QuestionPoint, about the
software and acceptable communication practices.
To ensure that students are
getting their questions answered
satisfactorily, Kuglitsch inspects
the chat transcripts each weekday.
“If the question wasn’t answered completely, or if there is
a local resource that the chat librarian didn’t know about, either
I or the appropriate subject liaison will follow up with our student,” Kuglitsch explained.
Area colleges such as Pacific
Lutheran University, Saint Martin’s University, Whitman College
and the University of Washington also subscribe to QuestionPoint. Although the service is
new to Puget Sound, “QuestionPoint has been around for some
time,” and the “continued participation of schools across the
country suggests that many are
finding it useful and effective,”
said Kuglitsch.
As of Sept. 17, 35 questions
had been posed to “Ask a Librarian” from Puget Sound students, and four survey participants reported ease of use.
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Controversy surrounds national health care debate

House Resolution 3200 provokes dispute over government involvement
By ABIGAIL ABRAHAM
House Resolution 3200, or America’s Affordable Health Choices Act
of 2009, has created controversy
since its introduction to Congress
in July at President Obama’s urging.
Although this resolution outlined
a plan to homogenize insurance
companies and to create a public
health care system, it has not always
been clear as to what this bill does
or should contain.
To put the sheer volume of the
bill’s contents into perspective, it
is 1,036 pages and approximately 8
inches thick. Thus, the commotion
surrounding the debate is understandable.
There are several central points

that define the bill. Most significantly, HR 3200 would expand
health care coverage to the approximately 40 million uninsured Americans. The bill would accomplish
this by lowering the cost of health
care. It includes a proposition for a
government-run “public option” insurance plan that will compete with
already-established private insurance companies.
The proposed bill would require
that all Americans have health insurance. Additionally, the bill would
prevent coverage because of preexisting conditions. To pay for these
benefits, a tax on households with
an income above $350,000 has been
proposed.
The debate over the issue stems
from two sides. One side feels as

though there is too much government involvement and perceives
that the bill threatens basic American ideals—the ability of individuals to establish and offer private services.
This group believes that a “public
option” interferes with competition
among private insurance companies with the assumption that many
Americans will flock to the cheaper
public option, arguably shaking the
foundation of American insurance
companies.
The opposing side argues that
this bill is a socially responsible and
civic-minded move on the part of
the American government in offering affordable insurance to those
Americans who cannot afford what
private insurance companies offer.

This side believes that the government is obligated to provide health
care due to the staggering costs of
medical care and private insurance.
In recent news, Senator Max Baucus proposed a compromise bill
eliminating the public health insurance option.
His proposed bill intends to create a marketplace for competition
among private insurance companies, producing an arena to compete and hopefully lower prices of
private health insurance.
Not a single Republican in congress supported Baucus’ bill, although it would ultimately cost the
government less time and money
(roughly $774 billion over a tenyear period).
The controversy over proposed

Tacoma and Puget Sound career fairs provide
job and internship opportunities for students
By HANNAH KITZROW
Career and Employment Services (CES) will be hosting a career fair in Wheelock Student
Center from 4 to 7 p.m. on Sept.
30.
The fair is not just for graduating seniors; all students are
welcome. There will be employers from a wide range of professions, so even if students are not
exactly sure what careers they
want to pursue, they are still advised to visit the fair.
Over 20 major companies, in-

cluding the Fred Hutchinson
Cancer Research Center, the
Peace Corps, EJ Gallo Winery
and Wells Fargo Financial, will
be represented at the fair.
In preparation for the fair,
CES advises students to come
prepared and bring polished resumes, dress professionally and
come up with a few questions to
ask employers.
If students have questions
about what is appropriate for interviews, CES will give personalized advice from an interviewer’s point of view.

Furthermore, students can
call CES to set up an appointment to have an interview outfit critiqued. The CES web page
gives advice on interview preparation and follow-up.
The city of Tacoma is hosting
its fair on Sept. 26 from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m.
The fair is being held in partnership with other local organizations and is free and open to
the general public.
Human Resources Director Joy St. Germain commented, “We realize the job market

is challenging right now and
we want to equip citizens with
the right tools and resources so
they can be successful in their
search.”
Unlike the Puget Sound career fair, this fair will be workshop-oriented.
There will be workshops to
help with discovering personal
strengths, resume and cover letter development and financial
resources.
The fair will be located at the
Bethlehem Baptist Church on
Portland Avenue.
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The following incidents of significance have been reported to Security Services in the month
of September 2009:

SERVICES

Big News from Technology Services!
• Y’    -
We’re migrating to Exchange 2007, and if you haven’t
already, you’ll be getting a 500 MB mailbox (up from
200) and better features in WebMail.

• Y    , 
Shares on Alexandria and Merlin2 have increased
to 2 GB, so go nuts!

· Three bicycles have been stolen from campus. Two were secured with cable locks and
the other with a U-bolt style lock.
· Two vehicles have been broken into and valuables were taken. Expensive sporting
equipment was taken from one vehicle and stereo equipment from the other.
· Two expensive brass letters were stolen from main university entrance sign at N. 15th
and Alder Streets.
· A whit “Easy-Up” portable tent was stolen from the soccer field east of the Fieldhouse.
· Two students were assaulted at approximately 0230 in the morning about two blocks to
the west of campus. They were returning to campus when the incident occurred. Please
see the all-campus Security Alert.
Courtesy of Todd A. Badham, Director of Security Services

• W  
Wireless access is available in ALL residential
buildings and virtually every other building on
campus, too!

• N  
Round the clock assistance is available by calling
879-8585 or toll-free at 877-375-8585. Students can
also visit the ResNet Service Desk in Library 028.
WWW. PUGETSOUND. EDU/ TS
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national health care coverage has
overshadowed the upcoming increase in government control over
student loans.
The government will soon be controlling 80 percent of student loans,
as opposed to the previous 20 percent. The government has been lowering the interest rate that banks are
allowed to charge on student loans,
resulting in the shutdown of many
private loan offerings.
House Resolution 3200, the government’s increasing control over
student loans and subsequent controversy are being compared to the
1935 fight to pass Social Security,
which similarly questioned whether the government should become
involved with the private affairs of
Americans.

Beta

continued FROM page 3

broader, more positive picture. We
want to have fun and put Beta back
on the right track as Men of Principle.”
Beta has been working closely with their national organization
and the University since the investigation closed in order to move forward.
Two members of Beta, as well as
Resident Director Aaron George,
attended summer leadership conventions hosted by the national organization.
“ ‘So far, so good’ is the best way
to put it. The men remaining in the
chapter seem committed to the values and ideals of the organization.
They’re young, but all the recruits
are solid individuals. I have high
hopes,” Moe Stephens, Assistant
Director of Student Activities for
Greek Life and Leadership, said.
Beta remains on strict probationary status, however, and has
to follow a set of social sanctions.
The chapter is not allowed to host
events with other Greek chapters,
for example.
“All the sanctioning is educational in nature; we try not to be punitive. We’re working with the national chapter and it will be up to them
ultimately to determine when they
get off,” Stephens said.
Part of this process requires a serious look into the initiation process
that got Beta in trouble in the first
place. They will be working with the
University on an eight-week plan.
“They’ll be working with me for
the rest of the semester to make
sure nothing could be construed
as hazing. Aaron George has been
a really positive addition to the process as well. He’s been stopping by
the chapter a couple times a week
and has been a good resource for
them,” Stephens said.
Besides completely reworking
the initiation process, Beta also
hosted events for National Hazing Prevention Week, which culminates today. Beta is showing the
movie “Haze” tonight at 5 p.m. for
the entire Puget Sound community
and hosted a hazing-related skit on
Sept. 22.
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GLBT academic discourse excludes bisexuality
By MacKenzie Fuentes
An incredible nationwide development has come about in the
past few decades involving greater
awareness and acceptance of people identifying themselves as something other than heterosexual.
Objective, accurate and sympathetic literature has emerged with
regards to what is now commonly
known as the GLBT (Gay Lesbian
Bisexual Transgender) community. These identities are increasingly studied and valued in scientific,
sociological and psychological research.
While this progressive movement
should be commended, it fails to
address a continuing marginalization of bisexuals in the discussion
of non-heterosexual experience.
Bisexuality is, generally, ignored

in discourse about the GLBT community because of the limiting
dichotomy established between
heterosexual and homosexual identities. It is easy to find discourse
about sexuality involving the experiences of gays and lesbians; hundreds of books, articles and curriculum ideas can be found addressing
people who identify as such.
It is much more difficult, however, to find quality peer-reviewed
studies about people who find
themselves somewhere in between.
We don’t have names for an individual who prefers sex with women but dates men, or dates women
but has fantasies about men, or any
other combination of attractions.
The major criticism of bisexuals
has always been that we must be
lying, confused or going through
a stage, and that we must actual-

“We don’t have names for
an individual who prefers
sex with women but dates
men, or dates women but
has fantasies about men.”
ly be straight or gay. Just as “male”
and “female” have long been established as mutually exclusive identities, “heterosexual” and “homosexual” have taken up opposite roles to
each other. The result of this rigid
dichotomy present in the academic
world is that those of us who identify as bisexual are excluded, usually
unconsciously, by both straight and
gay communities.
I first noticed the lack of accessible information while searching academic databases for articles

and studies involving bisexuals. I
entered the terms “bisexual,” “bisex*,” “bisexuality” and “bisexual
identity” in several databases, including Academic Search Premier,
ProQuest and Google Scholar. Almost every result included “lesbian, gay, and transgender” in the
title and did not differentiate between homosexual and bisexual
experiences.
Finally, I found an article from
Hecate (a women’s journal) detailing the experiences of bi youths as
set apart from both their straight
and gay peers. In “Living Life in the
Double Closet,” Kirsten McLean
explains that, “unlike gay or lesbian youth attempting to hide their
sexuality by having two versions
of themselves (passing as heterosexual, and their “true” gay/lesbian self), learning to hide means

Cat-calling reflects violence toward women

young bisexual people frequently
have three versions: a heterosexual,
a bisexual and, often, a gay or lesbian version.” This evidence clearly indicates that there is a need for
a uniquely bisexual perspective in
academia.
While performing the same
search in the school library, I found
56 titles; this number shrunk to six
when I specified “not lesbian, gay or
homosexual.” I repeated my search
with Summit and got a parallel ratio of 610 to 92.
We cannot continue to fade into
the background of the gay rights
movement. Bisexuality, in all its
forms, must be acknowledged by
the academic world as a separate
and unique identity in order to facilitate greater understanding and
discussion of the fluidity of sexuality in non-academic culture.

Passages
overexerts
its efforts
By NOAH KAPLAN
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Harassment: While those who cat-call may view their act as flattering, cat-callers actually objectify and insult their targets.

By Elizabeth Newton
I frequently get cat-called at as I
travel about town. I get honked at
walking down Sixth Ave., hollered
at biking down Union and harassed
while driving downtown. And I’m really sick of it.
Doubting that I come off as any
more desirable, alluring or sexy than
the average woman, I asked myself:
does every woman have to put up with
this? Have we all just grown accustomed to ignoring any sleazebag who
happens to drive by?
I spoke with many Puget Sound
women and discovered that all of
them had been subjects of public verbal harassment, mostly in the form of

whistles or shouted statements including, but not limited to, “I want to lick
your p***y!” and “Yeah, I love to watch
you walk away.”
I also spoke with many Puget
Sound men, and discovered that only
a couple had ever been subject to catcalls. The majority of men agreed that
cat-calls degrade women, but two individuals expressed doubt that verbal
harassment is a serious issue.
“Why do you let it bother you?”
they asked.
Honestly, I am not personally offended by cat-calls. By their twenties,
most women are not.
This fact alone disturbs me. Women struggle for political power, professional respect and rights to their

own bodies, yet many have quietly
resigned themselves to the fact that
once a woman enters public terrain,
she becomes for many men nothing
more than ornamental——an object
of pleasure and amusement.
Women disagree on how to respond
to cat-calls. Most women have become skilled at dismissing them with
smug indifference, but several women
I spoke with advocate retaliation, frequently using the middle finger as a
symbol of their disgust and defiance.
A fairly significant number of women seem to find cat-calls flattering, a reaction that is arguably admirable, but
nonetheless naïve. No cat-call from a
stranger should be taken as a compliment, because the cat-caller does not

discriminate between his targets.
He taunts young women in bikinis,
but also old women in wheelchairs. He
whistles at women he finds attractive,
or at women whose appearance he
wishes to ridicule.
His cat-calls have nothing to with
you. In this sense, I dare to compare
verbal harassment to any other form
of sexual assault. Though surely not
as brutal as physical violence, the message is the same: I have power over
you.
I acknowledge that a small number
of cat-callers are merely well-meaning but misguided men who, in trying
to praise women, accidentally offend
see CAT-CALLS page 4

Have you ever felt small? I’m sure
you have. The feeling can be crippling: an inability to view yourself as
anything but a pitiful ball. You possess a confused jumble of painful facial expressions that shout for judgments; you wring your hands and
cannot find a comfortable position
to hold yourself.
Have you ever felt tired? I’m sure
you have. The feeling can be disorienting: an inability to retain information, see clearly and understand
the world around you. Have you
ever felt small and tired while stepping off of a bus to find a man in a
leopard print leotard with a posse of
neon-colored David Bowie back-up
dancers commanding you to do the
Cha Cha? I’m sure many of you have.
HACK HACK, CHOP CHOP!
Let me start off by saying—I get
it. I understand completely, and applaud this institution’s screamingly
obvious conscious effort to make the
incoming freshmen feel welcome.
The line I challenge us to examine, however, is the line between an
excited hug from an adoring friend
and your grandma chasing you
around the kitchen table as you run,
horrified by her attempts to shower
you with kisses and pinch those perfect little cheeks.
“The purpose of Passages is to
create an accepting environment for
everyone,” said Passages leader Clay
Lamar. “But I personally feel that the
impacts that it can potentially have,
while we certainly recognize our
mission, is that we don’t always do it
justice. It’s hard because as a leader,
you are already able to show yourself and know you are going to be accepted.”
This causes a problem. With so
many different kinds of people,
there are some who will flourish in
see PASSAGES page 4

Want your opinion
to be heard?
If you have a strong reaction to an article, e-mail
us at trailops@pugetsound.
edu and share your voice
with us. We will select
responses each week to
publish in the next issue.
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Students prioritize image over safety
By Kyle M. Nunes

A person bicycles safely with
the explicit motive of self-preservation. Government statistics,
medical campaigns and warnings from parents and schoolteachers remind us to exercise
precautions to prevent bodily harm. Beyond the sudden
change in one’s physical condition, an injury upsets a person’s
social comfort and dormant
conformism.
To investigate my hypothesis,
I sent a survey to students, professors and staff whom I deemed
knowledgeable.
I inquired about their accident
histories, personal safety measures and opinions of students’
prevailing attitudes towards bicycle safety. Ten people responded: four students, four professors
and two staff members.
Many of them signal while
riding. All wear helmets but not
always on campus. A few who
have crashed credit helmets for
protecting them from incapacitation, and know people who
would be dead had they not been
wearing helmets.
“You are so vulnerable on a
bicycle. Riding…seems like a…
childish thing, but…you are at
risk for serious injury,” said junior Andrew Sheridan. Another student described an accident
last November: after hitting an
encroaching car, she required 10
stitches, and her jaw was wired
shut.
“It’s…fascinating how it’s ‘not
cool’ to wear a helmet. What’s
the mentality behind that?”
asked Bike Shop administrator
Micaela Cooley.
Regarding students’ safety habits, Assistant Director of
Student Activities Moe Stephens
identified a “laissez-faire attitude.”
Chris Marsh—the Bike Shop’s
head mechanic—said that when
a person rides, the question of
an accident’s possibility progresses from “if ” to “when.”
Seeing this inevitability, why
won’t testimonial evidence persuade students to be cognizant
of road conditions and cars,
to ride slower and to wear helmets?
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Stunt: A student attempts a dangerous jump, sans helmet.
Result: While it may look cool, such a stunt risks one’s safety.

“Students only…react when
the issue becomes…personal,”
asserted senior Emma Kelsey.
When prompted to predict if
this article will change students’
safety habits, a professor cynically concluded, “This article
will have minimal impact.”
To answer their sentiments,
I consider my own experience:
not long ago, I crashed my bicycle, gashing my leg. As I limped
to a group of friends nearby, the
wound’s inconvenience bothered
me more than the pain itself. My
injury was a nuisance, an irritation more debilitating socially
than physically.
Injury displaces a person from
his or her ordinary position as a
functioning body in the community. The physical damage of an
accident excises a person from
his or her social group because,
while injured, one cannot do as
others will.
The paces of thought and action are adversely subject to
one’s physical limitations, and
conformity, that fickle specter familiar to the student demographic, haunts the disabled
like the ghosts of Christmas did
Scrooge.
While dogging the hurt, conformity prevents a bicyclist who
has never suffered an injurious
accident from altering his or her
safety habits. Professor Peter
Wimberger said that a crash in
college convinced him to wear a
helmet regularly. Other respondents repeated this, donning
helmets only after potentially
fatal incidents.
If the common experience, or
illusion, of one’s peers is normality in health, then the abnormal
state of impairment remains an
improbability, and an unreality,
until something bad happens.
So, as you blithely glide along
a walkway, the wind tousling
your hair, recall the social privilege you maintain in your sound
body. Although Pierce County
law requires that bicyclists wear
helmets, no authority will minister to the apathetic.
To preserve your body, ride
conscientious of your environment. To preserve your mind,
be a non-conformist and wear a
helmet.

Gender binary excludes individuals from society
Semenya controversy sheds light on larger issue
By Adia White
Few of us would claim we always
behave accordingly to our gender.
There are girls who prefer football
over shopping and boys who prefer
shopping over football. While we
can classify ourselves as male or female according to our genitalia, the
fact of the matter is our personalities do not fall into one or the other.
Eighteen-year-old world champion runner Caster Semenya does
not fit neatly into the feminine gender stereotype. According to CNN,
Semenya lives as a female, but after she won the world championship in Berlin, the International Association of Athletics Federations
(IAAF) called for a gender test.
Her incredible performance and
masculine build caused speculation that Semenya was not entire-

ly female. She is now believed to
be intersex—possessing both male
and female genitalia. This condition
supposedly would have given her
an unfair advantage in an all-female
competition. If Semenya is found to
be intersex, she could be disqualified and stripped of her gold medal.
Questioning whether or not Semenya deserved her medal because
of her gender trivializes her inspiring talent and dedication to athletics. While it is true that a male
physique is typically more muscular than a female one, forcing people to identify with one gender or
the other is a far more unjust and
pressing issue than how fair it is for
men to compete athletically against
women.
According to the Intersex Society
of North America, one in 100 children is born with a body that does
not fit male or female norms. Some

of us don’t exclusively identify with
The recent uproar over the amthe sociological aspects of gender biguity of Semenya’s gender illumianyway.
nates a greater issue. Our need to
“At present, many people don’t classify people as strictly male or feassociate with being a typical male male is exclusive and harmful—not
or female; we often associate our- only to those who are intersex, but
selves with aspects of both genders,” also to anyone who stifles a part of
junior Maddie
themselves
Byers said.
in order to
“ Something has to be done to
In sports we
fit a gender
make room for those who do
make no efnorm.
fort to see gen- not fit in the category of male or
People
der as anyneed
to
female. ”
thing but black
recognize
and white. Sethat
sex
menya’s career
and genhangs on a question which no one der have different meanings. Proshould be forced to answer: male or fessor Milton Diamond of the Unifemale?
versity of Hawaii elucidated that sex
There is no easy answer to solv- specifically refers to our biological
ing the stringent binary division in parts, and gender to our social beathletic competitions, but some- havior, such as being feminine or
thing has to be done to make room masculine. Sex and gender often do
for those who do not fit into the cat- not always match up, and forcing
egory of male or female.
them to do so is harmful and un-

Cat-Calls

continued FROM page 3

them. But it is absurd to imagine
that when the average stranger
shouts to a girl, “What are you doing later tonight, sweetie?” he is actually interested in taking her out
to dinner.
No, the cat-caller finds pleasure
in the question itself. In the safety
of a moving car, who can hold him
accountable for his actions?
The cat-caller embodies the general regard with which women are
treated all too frequently in our
communities.
The cat-call bothers me—and
should bother you, too—because
it begs the question: if a man treats
a woman walking down the street
with such disrespect, how do we
know that he treats his female
neighbor, his female co-worker or
his girlfriend any better?
Unfortunately, statistics suggest that he probably doesn’t. Every day, women are harassed at
work, molested on subways, assaulted at parties and pressured
by their partners. According to the
Rape, Abuse, and Incest National
Network, one in six women in the
United States will be sexually assaulted in their lifetime.
So what can we do? Avoid men
at any cost, or resign ourselves to
their gazes?
We have few options, but the
first step toward equality is also the
easiest.
We must all—women and men
alike—commit to teaching our
brothers, students, nephews and
sons that women simply deserve
better.

Passages

continued FROM page 3

an environment filled with flailing
body parts and shrieking voices, and
there are some who will wilt. Those
who wilt may get overlooked in the
craziness that are Passages leaders’
summer trip with all their friends.
A hat that sparkles, whistles and
plays the guitar replaces the “cool”
hat we are all asked to remove by
the leaders. But while the stifling effects of the “cool” hat may seem detrimental, the hat that sparkles and
plays guitar is not a one-size-fits-all,
as few things are. It is too heavy for
some, hard to walk in and wildly
distracting. It acts as a suppressant,
stifling certain people’s individuality, and coming out of one’s shell
quickly becomes a retraction into it.
“I felt like a child, not a college student,” said freshman Ben Ehrens. “I
understand the Passages leaders love
this school, but I don’t know it, or
anyone else for that matter. I needed time to collect my bearings, and
a girl in a Wonder Woman outfit
pounding on my door to get outside
for a spirit contest leaves me anything but.”
Once again, I get it. I feel so
blessed to have had a school where
the students are lively, passionate
and active. The majority of orientation was just what was necessary to
create the kind of environment that
I had hoped for all my life.
But what I challenge the future
leaders of orientation with is to understand that this love we all have or
will develop for this place is much
like a Cup-o-Noodles. The ingredients are all there; you as the chef
need add very little to make it an irresistible taste. No special seasoning your mother swears by, or secret
herb to give it texture; just a splash
of water, which, I have been assured,
the beautiful Northwest’s generous
rainfall will take care of brilliantly.

Opinions contained herein do not necessarily reflect the views of The Trail staff, ASUPS, the University, or its Board of Trustees. Articles and letters in the Opinions section are printed at the discretion of the Trail editorial staff. The Trail reserves the right to refuse any letters submitted for publication. Letters to the editor will not be edited for grammar, spelling, or content, except in the case of
material that is considered to be offensive, as determined by the Trail style guide. All letters to the editor must be signed and must have an e-mail address or phone number. Letters for publication the
following Friday are due no later than Monday at noon and may be sent to: The Puget Sound Trail, 1095 Wheelock Student Center, Tacoma, WA 98416 or trail@pugetsound.edu.
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*Attention Campus Community*

Want to submit a Hey You?
E-mail
trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu
or put one in the box in the
Cellar.
The Trail will never publish
Hey You’s that explicitly refer to
individuals or groups, contain
identifying information or drug
and alcohol references, or are
hateful or libelous in nature.

Casting call!
The Trail wants you to be the
face of the Hey You section! E-mail
trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu for
more information.
“HEY YOU,” freshman girl, I’ll
make it rain on you all $7…next
time get your lap dances in a strip
joint not the Cellar!

“HEY YOU,” sometimes I doubt
your commitment to sparkle motion.
“HEY YOU,” Cellar, bring back
the food that you used to have.
“HEY YOU,” couch stealers, we
know you think it’s legit, but that
was a hella low move you pulled.
Next time, be decent human beings and don’t finagle your way into
stealing things you didn’t pay for.

“HEY YOU,” we both know I
made out with your good friend
(now we’re even) because I am still
into you in spite of myself.

“HEY YOU,” please get better.

“HEY YOU,” freshman, now I understand cow catchers.

“HEY YOU,” sorry I bit you…
twice…on the dance floor. I enjoyed
it. Oh, and I’m not into you.

“HEY YOU,” Tattler, bring back
the “Overheards.”

“HEY YOU,” rowing novies, stick
though it, it’ll be amazing!
“HEY YOU,” I don’t regret attacking your face last semester, at all. I
only regret how you reacted to it–
like a little girl, scared of your feelings for me.
“HEY YOU,” suitemate/summer
housemates, I miss you!
“HEY YOU,” caw bok bok?
“HEY YOU,” Birdy, you’re the
best!
“HEY YOU,” fancy, why so fancy?
“HEY YOU,” Seward 3, why you
so awesome?
“HEY YOU,” sexy sig, Saturday
night was unbelievable! I guess everything is bigger in tuxas.
“HEY YOU,” Schiffers, thanks
for being the most fun, craziest and
best residents ever on the face of the
planet.
Tickets are
$6.50 with
your
student ID!

BRIGHT STAR (PG)

Fri-Sun: 1:10, 3:45, 6:15, 8:50
Mon-Wed: 3:45, 6:15, 8:50
Thurs: 1:10, 3:45, 6:15, 8:50

COLD SOULS (PG-13)

Fri-Sun: 12:10, 2:20, 4:35, 6:50, 9:05
Mon-Thurs: 2:20, 4:35, 6:50, 9:05

SERAPHINE (NR)
Fri-Sun: 12:45, 6:00
Mon-Wed: 6:00
Thurs: 12:45, 6:00

500 Days of Summer (PG-13)
Fri-Thurs: 3:30, 8:35

Save the Date!

2009 Tacoma Film Festival

October 1-8, 2009
www.TacomaFilmFestival.com
www.GrandCinema.com

The Classifieds section is changing. In the The Trail’s ongoing effort to
avail itself to the student body as both a news resource and vehicle for
intra-campus communication, we are developing the Grizz List.
The Grizz List will function as a printed forum for students to post:
•items requested/for sale (e.g. textbooks, appliances, renting out your truck)
•services for sale (e.g. music lessons, tutoring, sports training)

“HEY YOU,” riddle. I give up.
“HEY YOU,” laxer freshies, watch
out for the killer hill!

•information about events/gigs (e.g. music shows, stand-up, carpools)

Posts should be e-mailed to trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu and are to
include a category (Sales, Services or Events), a brief one or two line
explanation and a Puget Sound e-mail address.*
*The Trail will reserve the right not to publish posts that fail to meet Hey You rules or are

“HEY YOU,” stop flirting with
everything that breathes and has a
uterus (including me!), and I might
consider doing you that favor you
keep bugging me about.
“HEY YOU,” orange wearing Theta, don’t ever ditch us again!
“HEY YOU,” girl in the trash-bag
dress, what are you doing here in the
Cellar on a Friday night?
“HEY YOU,” screamer outside

otherwise inappropriate/illegal.

Trimble in TP, shut up!
“HEY YOU,” housemates, replace
the toilet paper when you finish it.

“HEY YOU,” UT tonight!
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Venue offers creative space for community

C

By MADDIE BYERS
alling all students
with various artistic
and creative talents!
Have you ever
been inspired to
share your work or ideas with
the broader Tacoma community?
Perhaps those crocheted mittens
or hemp bracelets need no longer be mere hobbies for lazy Sundays.
A month into the semester, a
tremendous amount of creative
energy and talent is apparent on
campus. If you’ve ever been curious to see what could come of
your individual handiwork, a delightful opportunity bursting
with potential awaits.
At the intersection of South
12th Street and Proctor Street is a
converted warehouse titled Hidden Treasures. Although the exterior maintains the mystery of
the treasures within, exploration
inside reveals a plethora of possibilities.
Owner Betty Neal manages this
indoor swap meet and f lea market. Initially, it was little more
than a bare warehouse with spare
picnic blankets and auto parts.
Since October of last year, Neal

has completely transformed the
space. Presently there are ten permanent vendors who rent space
from Neal, and she sees future
expansions as a certainty.
Neal’s enthusiasm for the trade
was evident.
“It is my passion,” she said.
When asked what motivates her
to pursue this venture, she replied, “Pleasing the customer and
watching their faces.”
Imagine a collaboration between multiple garage and estate
sales, f lea markets and consignment stores. This is the atmosphere at Hidden Treasures.
One niche that has not yet been
explored is local arts and crafts,
or the created rather than the lost
and found. Neal welcomes weekend trials. For a f lat fee of $20,
students can collectively or individually showcase their pieces
within Hidden Treasures.
After several rotations through
the store, I kept picturing a table
displaying student created art.
The possibilities are limitless:
jewelry, sculpture, clothing, music, painting or perhaps photography.
Hidden Treasures presents students with a unique opportunity
to connect with the greater Ta-

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/TROY DUNHAM

Share: New flea market Hidden Treasures provides a space to sell belongings and artistic creations.
coma community while simultaneously exploring their own creative abilities.
The increasing frequency of the
words “local” and “independent”

within the retail realm presents
students with a prime market.
The idea of a local student artist is an appealing one in this
community. As the name “Hid-

den Treasures” suggests, it is
time students all unveil their individual talents and unearth the
bounty beneath. Ready. Set. Create.

LO g j a m 2 0 0 9
Rain:
LogJam,
which took
place Sept.. 4,
offered myriad
opportunities
for students
and staff to see
all that Puget
Sound has
to offer in the
form of clubs
and campus
organizations.
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/GRACE DYER
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Expy moves, quadruples space
By ELISABETH MEINIG

Tacoma’s
T
acoma’’s Indoor
Indoor Rock
kC
Climbing
lim
Gym!
Indoor Rock Climbing
Come climb with us! Edgeworks is a fun place
to stay active and meet great people!
• Over 200 Boulder, Top-Rope & Lead Routes
• Beginner through Expert Level Climbs
• CLIMBING SCHOOL: Courses for All Abilities
• COLLEGE NIGHT: $9 Pass 2nd Friday Each Month

Student Membership SALE!
n Fee!
No Initatio
Save $60

Join Now and Save!

Monthly EFT $42/month
(Offer Good Through 10/3/09
with valid WA Student ID)

Member Rewards: FREE! 101 Class • FREE! Yoga
FREE! Guest Passes • 15% Discount: Climbing School

Yoga Classes
Yoga balances your mind and body through
core strength, endurance and breathing.
• Edge Yoga - Core Strengthening and Endurance
• Mixed Level Yoga - Relax, Breath and Align
• FREE! Yoga!! - Members Get FREE! Yoga!

253.564.4899 • www.edgeworks-climbing.com
2009-09 UPS Ad.indd 1

9/15/2009 3:24:07 PM

It’s time to lace up those good
ol’ hiking boots, get that climbing harness on, stock up on
LUNA bars (from Diversions, of
course) and begin a trek to Puget
Sound’s Expeditionary. The
Expeditionary,
affectionately
known as the “Expy” by the seasoned outdoorsmen and women,
set up a new base camp this semester.
The new Expy makes the old
one look like a mere shoebox in
the shadow of Mt. Rainier. Located in the old facilities headquarters (behind the Occupational Therapy bungalows — it’s
a large white garage), the Expy
has nearly quadrupled its space
for gear. “The Expy has pretty
much any kind of outdoor gear
you need for the Pacific Northwest,” said Expy manager, senior
Micah Fillinger, who spent all
summer organizing the move.
The gear the Expy offers includes hiking books, ski gear,
kayak gear, waterproof pants,

camping equipment and ice axes.
To rent gear, all students need to
do is bring their student ID cards
and a destination. From there, the
Expy can help load you up on all
the necessary gear. Students can
pay with cash or checks and will
soon be able to use credit cards.
Students can expect extremely
reasonable prices since the Expy
gets most of its gear through pro
deals, the most prominent being
Outdoor Research.
With the massive increase
in space, the Expy is throwing
around different ideas about
how to best utilize that space for
the campus community. Puget
Sound Outdoors Club holds its
weekly meetings at the Expy,
and there will soon be a computer and Wi-Fi so students can
do their homework on the comfy
couches.
Perhaps with all the newly acquired space, the Expy might
throw a dance party or host a
movie night. This semester, the
Expy hopes to host an “Expy
Painting Night,” where students

can bring their paint, paintbrushes and creativity and help
decorate an entire wall of the
Expy with an outdoor theme.
Don’t let the new location
Expy deter you from visiting.
Even though the old Expy is now
used for storing paperwork and
outdoor first aid equipment,
the original charm and exploratory spirit has been successfully transplanted to the new
location. Fillinger encourages
students and the whole Puget
Sound community to stop by
and investigate the new Expy.
“The Northwest is a great
place to explore, so you should
go even if you don’t own your
own gear,” said Fillinger, “and
we’re just a bunch of cool people, so you should come on by.”
The Expy is open on Mondays
from 12 p.m.-1 p.m., 3:30 p.m.,-6
p.m., Tuesday through Thursday
from 12 p.m.-6 p.m. and Fridays
1 p.m.-6 p.m. For more information, e-mail expy@pugetsound.
edu or stop by the Expy during
open hours.
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University gets new brew

Locally-owned and operated Valhalla Coffee Company
offers students a freshly-roasted taste of Tacoma’s culture

A

By SHELBY TAYLOR
c o l l e g e
s t u d e nt ’s
best friend
is coffee. We
may be only
a month in,
Loggers, but
summer feels like eons ago. In
this time of papers, labs and
exams, caffeine is king. It runs
through the bloodstream,
keeping everyone awake for
a.m. classes.
Most of the student body
chooses Diversions Café and
Oppenheimer Cafe’s brews
to function properly since
both are so close at hand. But
what of the posters plastered
over both locations? What
exactly is the Valhalla Coffee
Company?
According to Valhalla’s
Owner and Master Roaster A.J.
Anderson, Valhalla is all about
“providing the best, pure,
unadulterated coffee” with
attention to staying “personal,
keeping it small.” Small does
mean small, as Anderson and
only three others run the
show.
But in 2003, Valhalla was
all Anderson. He entered into
the coffee business in high
school with none other than
Starbucks. The Starbucks of
that time had just two stores in
Tacoma, three f lavors available,
and no one had heard of the
frappuccino. “I’ve been making
coffee for 17 years, and certain
customers have followed me
around,” Anderson said. In
this economy, such loyalty
keeps Valhalla af loat.
Anderson is never far from
his fan base, having grown up
in Tacoma and choosing 3918
Sixth Ave. as Valhalla’s base

PHOTOS COURTESY ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/JOANNA DUDLEY

Local roasters: In a shift from years past, Diversions and Oppenheimer cafés will now offer a
new “Logger Blend” to students and staff, courtesy of the Valhalla Coffee Company.

“ I was pushing this great big rickety cart across
campus, and someone stood up from reading a book
and said, ‘Hey, we love your coffee.’ ”
—A.J. Anderson

of operations. Location works
to Valhalla’s advantage: “our
competitors are further from
base, and we have much more
of a personal relationship
with the customer,” Anderson
said. Moreover, by only taking
local clients, Valhalla’s carbon
footprint is kept small.
“I never get on the freeway...
it’s a five-minute drive. It
takes me longer to load the
truck then it does to get there,”
Anderson said.
Other sustainable practices
include offering Fair Trade
Organic products for sale,
providing
recyclable
and
reusable packaging and hand

stamping items. Valhalla “is
the only roaster in Tacoma
with
emissions
control
equipment. It’s a monster of a
contraption,” Anderson said.
Given
such
green
consciousness, it is clear why
Valhalla stands out. According
to Diversions Human Resources
Manager Chris Brennan, “We
[Diversions] did bid with
several local distributors. We
scheduled a week with each
of them, opened up the f loor,
there was a question process,
they made a latte [and so
on].” Not only did Valhalla
meet the Café’s fair trade
standard, but the employees

“were all knowledgeable about
maintenance. All had worked
in bars and know their way
around. They are a jack-of-all
-trades,” Brennan said.
Thanks to Valhalla, Puget
Sound baristas will, at long
last, know what is in the Logger
Blend, as they had a hand in
its creation. The made-fromscratch-blend came together
as managers and summer
employees “sampled, mixed
and matched and learned how
to sip coffee,” Brennan said.
The sweet, honey, apple taste
is sure to “fill all palates,”
Brennan assured.
Valhalla spent eight months
working for the Puget Sound
account, and the campus is
proud of the partnership.
As Anderson concludes, “I
was pushing this great big
rickety cart across campus,
and someone stood up from
reading a book and said, ‘Hey,
we love your coffee!’”
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Students earn more for knowing less Our campus gets curvy
By ERIK PARKLAND
Safety Monitor

ASUPS Photo Services/Jane Cornell

By TIMOTHY UNGER
Monetary Monitor
Are you a middle-class student
on this campus? Do you feel like the
government skimped out on your
financial aid even though you filled
out the FAFSA by the deadline?
Are you saltier than a salted peanut
about this?
If you answered yes, yes, yes then
I say to you, “Fear not, because the
Federal Work-Study program is here
for you!” If you aren’t familiar with
this amazing program, pay attention
as I go over the basic outline.
The Federal Work-Study program
is the government’s way of ensuring
the systematic demise of Darwinian Natural Selection by targeting
our nation’s most vulnerable social
group: nerds.
I make this categorization based
on the generally accepted truth that
if you are a college student you are
a nerd, unless you are a hot-shot
athlete. In that case you are probably just a big goon in denial of your
nerdiness who has to spend hours
explaining to your friends back
home why you went to a private liberal arts college instead of a hot-shot
sporty school.
But that’s neither here nor there,
and so for our immediate purposes
you are a nerd, and one with workstudy at that.
As such you are part of a group
being victimized by the government,
a herd of foolish sheep that was led
to believe that by filling out a little
application rating your computer
skills and public speaking candor
you would be placed into a perfect

ASUPS Photo Services/Jane Cornell

Work: Despite equal qualifications, some students toil for low
pay (top), while others earn big for no clear reason (bottom).
little work position within the Puget
Sound machine. Congratulations!
We don’t blame you for believing
this lore, because I am sure the 12
people who were actually placed in
appropriate positions were being
honest when they spewed it. However, I will blame you if you ignore
the following. Recent surveys show
that the payment scale is completely
askew and unfit to many a student’s
skills.
The simple fact is that the kids sitting behind computers in the basement of the library probably know
little more about technology than
the average Tom, Dick and Harry on
this campus. On the other hand, the
kid raking leaves in the icy sleet of
late November might not have ever
worn a pair of leather gloves before
coming to Puget Sound. The job
placement system is about as consistent as the Tacoma sunshine.
The zinger to the whole situation

is the difference in the paychecks
these students receive. The kid in
the Tech Center is making somewhere between $10 and $20 per
hour, while the kid doing recycling
in the rain is making a hair above
minimum wage.
This is your government’s way of
saying, “Life’s a bitch, but not usually the kind that can give you purebred puppies that you can sell for
hella cash.” They want the middle
class to be shaken and stirred. For
those of you making the big bucks
despite your lack of tech skills, good
job; you might succeed in this world
without any skills (they’re irrelevant
anyway now that some company in
Arizona is handling our tech problems).
To those of you getting the short
end of the stick, I just beg you not to
sharpen it into a shank with which
to stab your peers.

Arriving at the University of
Puget Sound campus for a new
school year, many people have noticed one big change. No, it’s not the
new entrance to the Field House,
the campus-wide wireless internet
or the slowly increasing racial diversity. What has been on the forefront of everyone’s mind are the new
curved corners on campus paths.
In previous years the paths
around campus have featured
sharp right angles. Few people
complained, but the student body
knew there was a better way. Comparisons between the paths and
such things as pie crusts, the video
game “Snake” and the 1982 hit film
“Tron” dominated pathway discussions. But still the intersections remained at ninety degrees.
It was a dark time; records from
Counseling Health and Wellness
Services show that 73 percent of
people who rode bicycles across
campus received a strain-related
injury to the wrist due to the quick
turns needed to navigate the unfriendly paths. “Sprains and fractures were the most common injuries,” said CHWS resident nurse,
Sally Maize.
“However, from time to time we
did see people whose hands had
just plain snapped off,” Maize added. Even after the campus insurance plan had been upgraded three
times, still no changes were made.
Then came the Logger Boxcar Derby incident of ‘09.
Boxcar racing had just hit the
mainstream, propelled by rising
fuel prices and an abundance of
hills. The Grizzly Racers, Puget
Sound’s newly-formed boxcar
club, had organized an All-Northwest Boxcar Derby that would pit
Northwest colleges and universities
against each other in a race to see
who could roll the fastest. It was a
gray Saturday morning when seven
teams walked out of the mist behind

Wyatt, pushing their homemade
racers. The starting line was drawn
in chalk in front of Wyatt and the
finish line was marked with a satin
ribbon strung between two chairs
in front of the S.U.B., but none of
the racers would ever see it.
The entire campus lined the pathways to watch the race. At 10 o’clock
sharp the crack of a starting pistol
sent the racers rolling. They never
made it past the first turn. None of
the racers survived, and several of
the spectators killed themselves after seeing such a horrible and gruesome sight. Cardboard and bicycle
wheels mixed with blood and limbs.
After the horrific incident President
Ronald Thomas himself set Puget
Sound’s wheels in motion to give
the pathways around campus their
new curves.
Many wonder why it took the
deaths of seven promising boxcar
racers to instigate the change to
the paths. Some think it was due to
leftover allegiances to the Methodist church and the resemblance of
right angles to those of the cross.
That theory, however, has been met
with criticism from all departments
around campus.
Whatever the true explanation,
the curves are here to stay and
members of the campus community are now making their way to
classes in one piece.

ASUPS Photo Services/Chris Putnam

Curves: Vehicles are now
avoiding disaster at each turn.

What if S.U.B. was submarine, student muses
By JAMES WILY
Food Monitor
At approximately 2:30 a.m. on
Sept. 19, five Puget Sound freshmen
(Mike, Bugs, Kev-Dogg, 2-Tone and
Kyle) congregated in their garden level Anderson-Langdon dormitory. No
sooner had they all sat down, turned
on the fans, opened up the windows
and discharged a personal deodorant
spray, when Bugs commented upon
how extraordinarily hungry he had
suddenly become.
The rest of the group attempted to
process the information just released
from Bugs when finally 2-Tone muttered, “Yeah man (cough) yeah. Let’s
go to the…you know… the S.U.B.
I could eat like...a…a big house or
something, you know?” Although
2-Tone’s statement sent Mike, Bugs
and Kev-Dogg into irrepressible
giggles, Kyle sat stoically as he deciphered the cryptic statement. After approximately seven minutes of
laughter, only interrupted once by the

sudden thought that the R.A. might
be outside the window, Kyle interjected with a comment that would
determine the course of the rest of
the night.
“What if the S.U.B. was a SUBMARINE?” The group was again
incapacitated by a fit of laughter that
stretched almost 10 additional minutes, but this time neither Kyle nor
2-Tone were laughing. “We’re pretty
close to the water,” 2-Tone commented nervously. “Maybe the school
wanted to make sure the food supply
would be okay if the ocean took over
the campus.”
The proximity of the school to the
ocean was frantically debated by the
increasingly paranoid group until
Kyle made a slow and poorly thought
out argument.
“Okay, so if there is a flood coming,
the safest place to… I just forgot what
I was saying. What was I saying? Safest place. OH! The safest place to be
in a flood is a submarine,” coughed
Kyle. Mike, Bugs, Kev-Dogg and

2-Tone quickly agreed, and the group
hurriedly ran out of their third floor
room.
As Bugs attempted to vault the Jones
Fountain, he slipped and fell into the
water. Believing his moistened state
to be caused by the impending flood,
Bugs leapt from the water and again
hastened to the S.U.B. doors.
Mike tripped on a sidewalk curb
due to his impaired physical faculties and tumbled into the grass.
Though they were concerned for his
welfare, the company did not stop to
help Mike as they were themselves
alarmed by the thought of drowning.
When the four remaining students
reached the doors of the S.U.B., they
found themselves locked out and unable to find refuge. After an hour of
attempting to enter the building by
force and cunning, the group realized how unlikely a flood was and
attempted to find their fallen comrade Mike. Unfortunately, Mike had
by then disappeared and was never
seen again.
Hallie Bateman

The Combat Zone is intended as a satirical work. The views and opinions expressed by the Combat Zone do not necessarily reflect those of the Puget Sound Trail, ASUPS,
concerned parties or the University of Puget Sound. Please submit compliments or complaints in the form of letters to the editor.

The Puget Sound Trail
trailae@pugetsound.edu

arts & entertainment

Sweet Things bakery open for business
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Sugar Rush: Vanilla cupcakes tempt visitors of Proctor’s Sweet Things Cupcakes and Couture.

By JULIANNE BELL
With the current trend for
cupcakes ever intensifying, it was
just a matter of time before Tacoma welcomed the opening of
yet another purveyor of the puny
pastries.
Thankfully, Sweet Things Cupcakes and Couture, the latest
cupcakery to crop up in Tacoma,
does not disappoint.
Sweet Things Cupcakes is
framed by a cheerful pink-striped
awning and located in a quaint

renovated house on Proctor, conveniently near the Metropolitan
Market.
Inside, it is a veritable shabby-chic heaven, with armoires,
poufs and voile chairs. Chandeliers dangle from the ceiling at every turn, and the interior decoration hints at Parisian
style with ornate mirrors and
many an Eiffel Tower motif.
There is a charming outdoor
seating area on the porch complete with wicker furniture and
impatiens, an ideal venue for

enjoying cupcakes and company (weather permitting).
But enough about the decor,
gorgeous though it may be:
Sweet Things carries an array
of cupcake flavors, from German chocolate to carrot cake.
Standouts included the lemon meringue cupcake, topped
with an ethereally fluffy and
tangy frosting, and the coconut, which was pleasantly
moist. The luscious raspberry vanilla was also a favorite.
Less than impressive were

Puyallup Fair eccentric, amusing
By L. WILDER FLATT
If the thought of funnel cakes,
Ferris wheels and livestock shows
fills you with nostalgia, step right
up. Your chance to experience all
this and more is only half an hour
away at the Puyallup Fair.
Historically, fairs provided a
number of opportunities. Not
only were they a chance for enjoyment, they also provided
vendors with a place to sell their
wares, agriculturalists with an
opportunity to show off their
achievements, and inventors with
an audience.
Some of the most fascinating
inventions were first displayed at
World Fairs, including the Colt
revolver in 1851, the telephone in
1876 and television in 1939.
The Puyallup Fair is a typical
American
state
fair.
Vendors sell the standards:
corn dogs, elephant ears and
turkey legs all at outlandish
prices. Instead of new technological advances, salespeople
demonstrate the rejects of the
“As Seen on TV” merchandise.
The livestock on display look
slightly miserable. Workers hustle and jeer, and children run
around bopping each other with
giant inflatable hammers.
Two exhibits at the Fair, however, were interesting. One exhibit that I stumbled upon justified my disgust at the decadence
of the fair.
Called the World Vision Experience Village, this exhibit offers
the chance to explore the heart of
an African village.
Although the organization is
Christian, it is represented nondenominationally, and the exhib-

the hummingbird, which was
dry and a little banal, and the
chocolate, which was overly
dense. Nevertheless, from an
aesthetic viewpoint they were
all diminutive pieces of art.
Indeed, these cupcakes are
so irresistible that it is tempting to quote from the Saturday
Night Live video “Lazy Sunday”:
“Two, no six, no twelve, baker’s
dozen/I told you that I’m crazy
for these cupcakes, cousin!”
Coffee lovers should know
that the espresso drinks here
are decently made. For those
with simpler tastes, there’s the
“Afterschool Special,” a cupcake
with a glass of milk for $3.75.
Lest you think cupcakes are
the only sweet things sold here,
hear this: the store is filled with
sparkly sundries, such as tiaras,
fit to beguile the heart of any
magpie. The girly, glittery nature of the store caused one of
my cupcake companions to dub
Sweet Things an “estrogen-fest.”
Random baubles and bangles
abound in apothecary jars. Sometimes the various novelties are affixed with handwritten notes like
“Love this statue!”, adding to the
homey appeal.
There is also a selection of
young, edgy clothing (think Ed
Hardy) available. An area near
the front is stocked with various
cupcake paraphernalia for diehard fans.
Sweet Things defies the gimmicky trendiness of similar establishments with its endearing nature. A little quirk is just
the thing to shake Sweet Things
Cupcake and Couture from the
cupcake mold. Patrons are sure
to get a kick of childhood nostalgia with their order, and what

Rodeo: The Fair offers a bounty of favorite American pastimes.
it focuses less on indoctrination
than education about the present
conditions in Africa.
Inside a labyrinth of woven
reeds and rusty shanties are
clotheslines with information
packets on individual African
children. Each packet is unique,
offering a picture of a child and
their background information.
Throughout the maze are stations exhibiting aspects that are
vital to a healthy village—clean
water, health care, education,
employment—and an example
of how World Vision is working
to improve these conditions. The
village is displayed realistically
enough that walking back out
into the fair grounds gave me a
sense of culture shock.
“Al’s Brain”, a 3D tour of the

brain hosted by “Weird Al” Yankovic, is also worth checking out.
Although I am sure the terrified
children who were sitting behind
me would disagree, the movie itself is educational and amusing.
At the end, you have the option
to hold and squeeze a real human
brain.
There is something fascinating
about fairs. It is the ultimate voyeuristic experience, sure to lead
either to amusement or slackjawed awe.
The Puyallup Fair provides an
amusing couple of hours, and, if
nothing else, has a wide array of
gut-wrenching rides and cotton
candy conveniently located in
one place.
The fair’s three-week long stint
ends Sunday, Sept. 27 at the Puy-

Sex & Lev
The column “Sex and Lev”
will alternate weekly between
Lauren Mouat’s ruminations
on the science and culture of sex
and David Lev’s observations
about alternative entertainment and social phenomena.

A roll in the
hay, anyone?
By LAUREN MOUAT
“I hate it when adults use the
term ‘sexually active.’ What
does it even mean? Am I gonna, like, deactivate some day?”
So says the main character in
the movie “Juno,” and I bet
more than one person in the
audience agreed wholeheartedly.
When talking about sex we
tend to sterilize the conversation as if saying some of those
scary key words (come!, sex!,
doggy style!) would put us
in a compromising position.
We tend to ask, “So, did he,
well, you know?” followed by
an shrug of our shoulders or
spastic hand gesture.
I recently discovered “Richard & Kitty’s World of Sex Euphemisms.” Favorites range
from “act of darkness” and
“bone dance” to some more
extreme variations like “bashing the beaver,” “varnishing
your cane” and “hiding the
sausage.”
One euphemism recently
directed at me from the doctor caused me to pause for a
moment of reflection: “Have
you recently engaged in quessee SEX AND LEV page 10

Henry Art Gallery features
modern art, multimedia
By MELANIE REIFF
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University of Washington’s Seattle Campus is home to the Henry Art Gallery, a unique gallery
featuring multimedia exhibits.
Henry Art Gallery is open
Thursday and Friday from 11
a.m. -9 p.m. and on Saturday
and Sunday from 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
Admission is free to students
with ID.
The gallery features modern
and media art exhibits from
around the world. Most of the
exhibits are traveling, giving
students a unique opportunity
to appreciate new displays every
few months.
A majority of the gallery is
not yet open, but the accessible
exhibits are worth a visit. New
exhibits open throughout October with an open house on Friday, Oct. 23.
A highlight of the current
collection, according to gallery
worker Harold, is “Business as
Usual: New Video from China”
by Cao Fei and Yang Fudong.
“[Despite the lack of dialogue]
a lot is implied in the videos.
They are very poignant,” said
Harold of the videos.
The videos portray the middle class in China in the crowded urban centers of the country.
The two featured videos, “City
Lights” (2000) and “Honey”
(2003), are interesting cultural
depictions and tell the story of
the cities by lavish colors and
characteristic music. Both videos are thought-provoking and
offer a unique look into the
lifestyle in China. “Business as

Usual” will be at the Henry Art
Gallery through Oct. 4.
Another prominent exhibit is
“Panda” by Jeffry Mitchell and
Tivon Rice. “Panda” is a digital
video showcasing a progression
of forms and motions.
Slightly unnerving, the digital
video is designed to have the effect of a Rorschach test. “Panda,” at the gallery until Sept. 27,
forces the observer to consider
broader definitions of art.
The rest of the gallery holds
exhibits including “the Jasper Johns: Light Bulb,” a series of etchings, sculptures
and prints of light bulbs, and
“Inside Out: Portrait Photographs” which is a part of the
gallery’s permanent exhibit.
A permanent exhibit of the
gallery is the Turrell Skyspace,
which has been at the gallery
since 2003. The Skyspace is an
enclosed chamber created to
intensify our sense of perception. Features of the structure
include glass panels embedded
with LED lights.
The Henry Art Gallery is
eclectic. The exhibits are distinctive and provocative.
“The gallery features multimedia in an interesting way,
making me rethink my definition of art,” said sophomore Rachael Gary.
Its multimedia art makes
Henry Art Gallery a unique
destination for art lovers. Henry
Art Gallery is worth a visit and
will alter your perception of the
numerous mediums in which
artists can express themselves.
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Theater professor wins award
By KRISTA CURRY
On Aug. 10, Professor Geoffrey
Proehl was awarded the 2009
Outstanding Book Award from
the Association for Theatre in
Higher Education (ATHE) for
his book, “Toward a Dramaturgical Sensibility: Landscape and
Journey.”
Believe it or not, “dramaturgical” is a real word. “Dramaturgy
is the study of how plays work.
How they work on the page and
how they work in a performance,”
Proehl said.
“It’s like studying the architecture of a play, or the DNA of
a play—that code that’s written
there that’s going to make it work
a certain way. It’s the study of
how stories are told in time and
space. The dramaturg says, ‘well,
how is this story being told?’”
Proehl said.
Dramaturgy has been around
as long as theatre—actors, directors, designers, costumers, they
have all done dramaturgy. Still,
“dramaturg” as a role has been
around for only the last forty or
fifty years in the U.S., according
to Proehl.
He appreciates dramaturgy because “it’s kind of nice that this
person who just loves to read
the play, and watch the play, and
think about how it is working has
a place in the room. I think it’s
important to pay attention to the
dramaturgy of a play. I think it’s
a good word… Do you have to
have that word to do it? No.”
When asked to explain his
book, Proehl said, “The book’s
divided into two big parts. And
the first part talks about what doing dramaturgy does to you as a
person. It suggests that when we
do dramaturgy we’re trying to
figure out the play, we’re trying
to understand it. And it suggests
that that relationship is not unlike a relationship with another
person that we’re trying to understand. And we can sometimes
understand them and sometimes
not, and a play’s like that too.
“Then the second half of the

sex and lev
continued FROM page 9

tionable sexual activity?”
What does sexual activity really mean, let alone “questionable” sexual activity? Does that
mean knowingly having sex with
someone with AIDS, or something more tame like “elucidating
the (wink)”?
What is the “you-know”? How
do you answer your significant
other when they ask you to “walk
the dog” with a knowing smile?
And why is it so hard for us to
talk about something we are all
thinking about?
Public opinion on sex has varied frequently during the last few
hundred years, from the Victorian era, where pelvic examinations were performed without
the doctor looking, to the 1930s,
when birth control became a

kud os to kups:

KUPS: The Sound has been
nominated for an mtvU Woodie Award.
“We are now in the top 50
college stations of more than
550 stations in the United States
and Canada,” said Kayla Morrison, Alternative Music Director
for The Sound.
The Woodie Awards identify
the best music, as voted by college students, from around the
U.S. and Canada. KUPS is up

ASUPS Photo Services/jesse baldridge

Theater: Proehl’s studies on dramaturgy earned him an award.
play is a more linear account
of my work as a dramaturg on
a particular play, ‘Antony and
Cleopatra at the Guthrie Theatre.’
And it follows that work from the
very beginning to the very end.”
The ATHE writes, “The award
for Outstanding Book is given on
the basis of the study’s potential
to interrupt, change and/or challenge theatre practice and pedagogy.”
Professor Geoffrey Proehl is
making a strong mark. Proehl did
not mention the part where important people think he is changing the dramaturgical world with
his book, though.
“I was just sitting at home, and
I got this e-mail, and they said,
‘Well, we’re going to give you the
award for outstanding book of
the year!’ It was funny because
I’d just been talking to this guy

who’d helped me on the book,
and I said, ‘Well, I haven’t heard
back on anything from anybody
about the book,’” Proehl said.
“I thought, well that’s good,
it’s out there, and I’m glad I did
it, and I’ll never hear anything.
And then I got this notice that it
was chosen from thirty books or
so that had been published that
year, 2009. It was a great thing—I
just went to New York, and there
was an award ceremony, and I got
a little plaque. It was just a kick,”
he said.
“My son, every time I get any
recognition about dramaturgy,
never fails to point out that it’s a
very small world. He does have
a point. It’s like a little kingdom,
and a little world, so we just take
whatever little bit of fame we can
get and enjoy it. Because life’s
short!”

movement and marriage manuals were published with a focus
on how-to-pleasure-your-partner techniques.
The 1950s plunged us back
into conservatism, until sex researchers brought sex out of the
bedroom and into the laboratory.
People started getting an idea of
what was really happening behind closed doors and became
willing to talk about it.
Today, we are used to having
sex thrown at us from billboards,
magazines, movies and shows
like “Sex in the City,” which was
revolutionary in getting sex recognized as something that could
be openly discussed.
But when sex is not being caricatured or shielded under the
guise of professional inquiry, we
tend to choke up; hence all the
talk about “yodeling in the gully.”

When I was in first grade, I
decided one day to hang by my
knees upside down on the monkey bars, letting my skirt skim
the bottom of my ears as I peered
out at the playground, heedless
of the fact that my flowered underwear was on display.
A boy named Michael came
up to me and in a comedic voice
said, “excuse me, but your ingredients are showing.”
You see, even as children we
were skirting the issue, and I
would like to propose that instead of engaging in this signlanguage/Morse code/bad pun
business, we find the courage to
talk about sex without the fear of
being labeled as inappropriate.
Sex is something that most of us
will engage in and are probably
thinking about more than we are
willing to admit.
This is not to suggest that we

for the College Radio Award.
“I suspect it has something
to do with CMJ (College Music Journal), which is the Billboard charts of college radio,”
said Morrison. “It is kind of a
big deal, for the fact that we are
entirely student-run.”
This year, the voting takes
place on the Rate My Professors
website, radiowoodie.ratemyprofessors.com. The top 25
stations, as voted by the people,

will be announced on Sept. 29.
This semester, The Sound
“will be pretty much the same”,
Morrison said. There are rehired and rescheduled shows,
as well as new DJs. In the five
or so years since KUPS began, “it has become an awesome station,” Morrison said.
“We hope to be acknowledged
into more things like this.”

—Katie Mihalovich

The Puget Sound Trail
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Local band makes new sound
By JENNY TATE
For years, Seattle has been home
to an important and influential
music scene, fostering bands such
as Nirvana and Pearl Jam in the
1980s and 90s, as well as more recent bands such as Death Cab for
Cutie, Modest Mouse and Band of
Horses.
While the scene in Seattle has
changed, moving away from the
grunge music that made it famous,
new bands are still emerging from
Seattle, promising to maintain Seattle’s place in the music world for
years to come.
One such fledgling band is the
Seattle-based duo Go Periscope,
made up of Florin Mehedinti and
Joshua Frazier, both 24. Friends
since high school, the musicians
began collaborating after graduation and eventually formed Go
Periscope about eight months
ago.
“We take our favorite parts of the
different genres we listen to, mash
them all up, and create something
that is fun, aggressive and true to
ourselves” Frazier said.
In fact, the name Go Periscope
came in part from this amalgamation of sounds. A periscope is
used to view objects beyond direct
sight, and appealed to the band in
their endeavor to look at things
from a new perspective. They
considered what they liked in music and then viewed it through a
different “lens.”
They describe the band as “alternative mixed with electronica
and dance,” citing influences like
the melodic synthesizers of Alphaville’s 80s classic “Forever
Young” and the forceful vocals of
bands like Anberlin.
“We think our music is best described as ‘Lady Gaga meets The
All-American Rejects’,” said Frazier, who recommends their music to fans of bands such as Hellogoodbye, Owl City, The Postal
Service and Daft Punk.

“A lot of our songs are written
from real life experiences, but
from the point of view of someone much cooler than we are,”
said Frazier. Both musicians make
equal contributions to their music
– singing, producing, and playing
keys and guitar.
Go Periscope records and produces their own music in the
studio they set up in their third
bedroom, which includes a vocal booth made of closet doors
and old mattresses. Their unique
sound is achieved using a combination of hardware and software
synthesizers, electric guitars, and
electronic and live percussion.
“The four-month experience
of writing, recording and producing our album has been the
most rewarding task either of
us has ever had,” Frazier said.
They are currently finalizing their
self-titled debut album, which will
be released within the next month
and a half on iTunes, Amazon and
through their website and MySpace page.
When Mehedinti and Frazier
aren’t making electronic beats
layered with hypnotic vocals, they
can be found playing Ultimate
Frisbee and watching “The Office”
and “Lost.”
They will be playing a show
with United States of Electronica
at Western Washington University in Bellingham, Wash. on
Saturday, Sept. 26 at 7 p.m. The
concert is open to the public and
costs $10. Make sure to check out
their website for upcoming shows
and a free song they have set up
specifically for Puget Sound students.
Who wouldn’t want to listen
to a band that sounds like “the
soundtrack to a kitten-versus-robot break dance fight?”

exclusive free
d ownload
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Fiercer offense needed for
Logger football victories
By ZACK BANKS
Coming up just short could
become a familiar trend for the
Logger football team this season.
After two consecutive losses, one
to Pomona-Pitzer at home and most
recently to Claremont on the road,
one has to wonder: where is the
Logger offense? The predominantly
ground-based offensive attack is failing to produce the type of yardage
necessary to push the team over that
speed bump of winning close games.
Against Claremont, Puget Sound
managed only six points and 163
yards of total offense. There were
32 carries against Claremont as
opposed to 10 completed passes.
Similarly,
against
PomonaPitzer the Loggers kept the ball
on the ground 30 plays while
only completing six passes.
If Puget Sound continues to
complete one pass for roughly every three times they carry the ball,
there is a lot more of the same
in store for the team and fans.
Puget Sound’s offense proved to
be a noticeable weakness throughout last season and into 2009. In
2008, the Loggers put up only
seven points in four of their nine
games and so far have only scored

20 points through two games in ’09.
What is perplexing about the
team’s lack of success is the fact
that they have tremendous talent
on both sides of the ball. With senior quarterback Kavin Williams
(Ocean Shores, Wash.), a returning All-NWC selection from 2008,
senior running back Jeff Triplett
(Tacoma, Wash.), junior running
back Casey Larson (Coupeville,
Wash.) and a well-balanced receiving core, one would expect
adequate offensive production.
The defense boasts senior linebackers Phillip Thomas (Everett,
Wash.) and Trevor Beck (Chico,
Calif.) as well as senior defensive
lineman Brian Walker (Keizer,
Ore.). Even with seasoned veteran players on the field, the Loggers still seem to come up on the
short end time and time again.
This brings us back to the overwhelming statistics suggesting that
Puget Sound favors the running
game over the passing game by a
considerable margin. Is it perhaps
time to switch up the play-calling
scheme? It couldn’t hurt to try and
air the ball out a little more. Williams obviously has a distinct talent
when it comes to carrying the ball,
but maybe he should be given more

opportunities to throw as well.
The Claremont game was a significant advancement toward mixing more passes into the offensive
game plan. There were 26 passes
attempted by the Loggers as opposed to 16 against Pomona-Pitzer.
Although Williams was 10-26
against Claremont, the 3.3 avg.
yards per passing attempt were
still more than the 2.2 yards per
carry the ground game produced.
Perhaps with a few more opportunities to attempt a close
number of passes compared to
rushes, the Logger offense may
embrace the more balanced
play-calling scheme and ignite.
This week, the Loggers play Wisconsin-Whitewater. The Warhawks
are ranked number two in the nation and are among the top teams
in the country in total offense.
Maybe they can take a few notes
from the game film of a successful
team and add to the diversity of a
somewhat predictable playbook.
Regardless, one thing is for sure:
offensive production will need to
be boosted in order for the Loggers to win more games than last
year. Until then, Puget Sound’s inability to put enough points on
the board in games will continue.
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Stopped: Junior running back Casey Larson and the Logger
offense have sputtered so far in the 2009 football season.

Volleyball looking to
kick it up a notch
By VINCE GHIRINGHELLI

ASUPS Photo Services/Kevin Curlett

Working Together: The Loggers’ trust in each other will play heavily into how they fare in 2009.

The Puget Sound volleyball team
stands in a slightly-filled Memorial Fieldhouse, knees bent, eyes
focused. They sit and wait, watching as the girls on the other side
of the net clad in black and yellow
prepare to send a serve their way.
They return the ball, watch a set fly
out of bounds, and bring the side out
over for a chance to beat crosstown
rival Pacific Lutheran University.
Following a kill from senior AllAmerican outside Lindsey Denman
(Kenmore, Wash.), the team gathers in the middle of the court to
celebrate a 3-2 victory in an early
September preseason tournament.
In a match carrying more implication than a tournament crown
and a higher national ranking, it is
apparent that this team is all about
taking care of business. They are
not satisfied with coasting to conference play: they want to beat

everyone that gets in their way.
“Our goals are to win conference,
hopefully by going undefeated in
NWC play, and then to win regionals
and go to nationals,” senior DS Leigh
Sumida (Kaneohe, Hawaii) said.
After a 6-2 start in preseason play,
the Loggers found themselves sitting at #15 in the national rankings
despite inserting a new offense and
only having 14 players on the team.
A smaller roster is part of what
has made the transition to a slower,
more deliberate offense quicker and
easier. Their chemistry is impeccable; it is clear that the way they work
together on the court is the same
way they would approach any problem. Everyone trusts one another.
“We don’t have as deep of a team
numbers-wise, but if you look at
our roster there isn’t one player
who can’t hold their own,” Denman said. “We are very close and
see VOLLEYBALL page 12

Fordjour represents
Loggers, Princesses
By VINCE GHIRINGHELLI
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Ghana National Team: Fordjour started every game for the Loggers in 2007

While a Division III athlete may
not always get much press, national
recognition or a chance to compete
on his or her country’s national
team, there is one such case on the
University of Puget Sound campus.
Junior defender Serwaah Fordjour of the women’s soccer team, a
native of Boston and most recently
of Shoreline, Wash., is competing on
the Ghana Princesses, the under-20
national women’s soccer team.
Fordjour’s father, a citizen
of Ghana, was instrumental
in setting up the opportunity.
A few years back, Fordjour’s family hosted some players when they

played a tournament in the Northwest. Being acquainted with the
coach, as well as being a standout
player for the nationally-ranked Loggers, earned her a spot on the team.
“I’m the only American on the
squad, which is not really how it’s
been in the past,” Fordjour said.
“The coaches like having U.S. players because they’re well-rounded
people, being in school and playing soccer at the same time.”
Some of the players on the
Princesses are not in school,
which gives them less of an opportunity to compete regularly.
“They (the Princesses) usually
see FORDJOUR page 12
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Volleyball
continued FROM page 11

comfortable with one another.”
With that comfort comes the notion
that the team members are all working with and for one another toward
the common goal of a national title.
With the size, strength and experience of the front line added to the accuracy and skill of
the back row, the Loggers have
meshed into the dominant powerhouse that opposing teams fear.
“Our whole philosophy is
that we’re bigger and stronger
than you, so try and stop us,”
head coach Mark Massey said.
As the Loggers have set their course
full speed into NWC play, they’ll rely
on each other to get through the twists
and turns of a competitive league.
Reliance on the astute contributions
of the senior class will be crucial, as
they have been to the big dance before.
A 2007 loss in the Elite 8
left them eager to return and

Fordjour

continued FROM page 11

have more U.S. players because they’re very well-coached
and disciplined,” Fordjour said.
With Fordjour, they are getting exactly what they are looking
for in a player. She’s been starting since her freshman year, and
is a key to the perennially staunch
Logger defense. Her playing time
with the Princesses benefits from
her experience at Puget Sound.
“I get a fair amount of playing time, but there are people that
tour with the team year round that
are great players as well,” Fordjour
said. “I’m pretty old for the group,
though. I barely make the age cutoff.”
With that in mind, she has a
tough decision to make in the
near future. The Ghana women’s
national team, the Black Queens,
would be the next step up. Following Fordjour’s final opportunity
to play for the Princesses in December will be world cup action.
“If the Black Princesses take me,
I’d play for them,” Fordjour said.
However, like a true Logger
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win the coveted national title.
“We’re hoping our senior class, in
terms of talent, leadership and experience, can get us over the hump in the
national tournament,” senior middle
Kalli Kamphaus (Manson, Wash.)
said. “This is the year to get it done.
We’re all in it for the same reason.”
As all the players would tell you,
every game is important. From a preseason match up with PLU to a week
one sweep of Pacific University, the
Loggers need all the wins they can
get to have a chance to high step all
the way to the national tournament.
“We know what it feels like to win
regionals and play at nationals, but
volleyball is completely a team sport
so we need everyone’s 110 percent focus, energy and effort to be successful at the national level,” Sumida said.
This could be the year.
They’re all in it for the long haul.
“The national tournament is a
ways away still, but I really think
we can support our team and
take it all the way,” Denman said.

student-athlete, Fordjour is committed to the academic excellence that comes with attending
Puget Sound. Traveling overseas
to play in a soccer match comes
at a price: missing finals week.
“The men’s team is the nation’s
main focus right now, so I’m trying
to look ahead to the qualifier and figure out if I can do it,” Fordjour said.
So, even with an entire season on the pitch with the Loggers
ahead of her, Fordjour has some
things to think about. Her opportunity is one few Loggers will have.
Puget Sound is currently 5-0,
and is yet to be scored on in
2009. This weekend will be their
first real test when the Whitworth Pirates come to town.
The Pirates give the Loggers their
toughest game of the Northwest
conference season, and this year
will likely prove to be the same.
With a lockdown defense and
the firepower of the offense, Fordjour and the rest of the team
will
likely come out on top.
From Tacoma, the Northwest
Conference, and all the way to Africa, at least one Logger is getting her
due diligence as a student-athlete.
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Clobberin’ Time: Sophomore Bre Boyce and the Loggers will overpower opponents all season.
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